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Abstrad 
Numerical simulations have become an important tool to understand and predict non- 
perturbative phenomena in particle physics. In this article we attempt to present a general 
overview over the field. First, the basic concepts of lattice gauge theories are described, 
including a discussion of currently used algorithms and the reconstruction of continuum 
physics from lattice data. We then proceed to present some results for QCD, both at low 
energies and at high temperatures, as well as for the electro-weak sector of the standard 
model. 
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1. Introduction 
There is a general belief among particle physicists that the fundamental forces in physics are 
described by quantum field theories (QFTs) with local gauge invariance. Although, at 
present, there does not exist a satisfactory framework for the inclusion of the gravitational 
force, the remaining electromagnetic, weak and strong forces have been combined in a 
unified model-the standard model. The standard model is based on three symmetry groups, 
U(1) and SU(2) for electromagnetism and weak isospin and colour SU(3). These theories 
have been tested experimentally and at least in the perturbative regime the theoretical 
predictions have been found to be in remarkable agreement with experiment. However, 
these theories also incorporate many important non-perturbative concepts, like confinement, 
spontaneous chiral symmeay breaking or the Higgs mechanism. These properties lead to 
drastic consequences for the spec!” of these theories as well as for their phase smcture at 
non-zero temperature. The quantitative study of such non-perturbative aspects of a QlT, e.g. 
a determination of the mass spectrum or the location of a phase transition, in a perturbative 
context is rather limited and non-perturbative approaches are needed to make any progress 
in a quantitative analysis of the consequences of these crucial features of a QFT. 
The exploration of field theories and the study of their non-perturbative structure received 
new impetus in the 70s through a newly developed regularization scheme for the 
singularities of Q F T s t h e  lattice regularization. The formulation of lattice regularized 6eld 
theories (Wilson 1974) has put the connection between the Euclidean path integral 
formulation of QFTs and statistical models on 4-dimensional lattices on a solid footing. It 
immediately opened the possibility for applying standard methods from statistical physics, 
which have been used there for many years, to the analysis of QFI’s. 
Naturally these new lattice models first have been studied using the well developed high 
and low temperature series expansion techniques known in statistical physics (Drouffe and 
Itzykson 1978). However, it was an obvious step also to attempt to apply Monte Carlo 
simulation techniques (Binder 1979) to the rather complex field theoretic models. once the 
computers were powerful enough to lead to statistically significant results within a 
reasonable time scale. Indeed the first results from such numerical studies were exciting 
(Creutz 1980 and for a collection of early results see also Rebbi 1983) and led to the hope 
that long standing non-perturbative questions, like the confinement problem in QCD, could 
be answered quantitatively this way. In fact, these Erst studies paved the way for a new 
branch in theoretical high energy physics-lattice field theory. 
Numerical studies are nowadays used to explore the structure of almost all quantum field 
theories of interest, ranging from 2-dimensional spin models to the basic building blocks of 
our standard model for the fundamental forces in nature (Creutz 1992). In particular in the 
analysis of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) much progress has been made towards a 
quantitative determination of such fundamental properties of the theory as its particle 
spectrum, the strength of the confinement force and the phase smctwe at finite temperature, 
although the required computer resources became much larger than originally anticipated. In 
fact, today several groups working in the field decided to develop dedicated machines for 
their projects (Marinan: 1993) and there even exist advanced plans for the construction of 
massively parallel, dedicated computers with Teraflops performance (Christ 1990, Negele 
1993). Consequently a good fraction of research activities in the context of lattice field 
theories today is spent in the development of new simulation techniques. Substantial, 
progress has been made here for purely bosonic field theories, where cluster and multigrid 
algorithms led to much improved simulation techniques. Crucial for the simulation of the 
standard model, however, is the handling of fermions. Finding faster algorithms for the 
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fennionic sector of a QFT will be vital for future progress in this field ( H e r r "  and 
Karsch 1991, Creutz 1992). 
In this paper we will describe some of the basic algorithms used for the simulation of 
lattice field theories and review basic results that emerged from these simulations. Although 
our notation is oriented towards applications in the analysis of QCD, it appljes, with minor 
modifications, to other sectors of the standard model. We will discuss in the next section 
fundamental concepts in the formulation of lattice field theories, putting emphasis on the 
currently used simulation techniques and the reconstruction of continuum physics from 
lattice calculations. In the following sections some basic results are discussed. In these 
sections we will, wherever possible, try to avoid going into a description of technical details 
of the actual Monte Carlo simulations. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to a presentation of 
results obtained from simulations of QCD. In section 3 we discuss results on the low energy 
physics, while section 4 deals with the finite temperacure phase transition and the physics of 
the quark-gluon plasma. Similarly we discuss in section 5 the zero and finite temperature 
physics of the electro-weak sector of the standard model on the lattice. Finally we give an 
outlook on future developments in section 6. 
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2. Particle physics on the lattice 
2. I .  Lattice regularized quantum field theory 
Almost all numerical studies of quantum field theories (QFTs) are based on the Euclidean 
path integral formulation of these theories. The vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude is 
given as a path integral over all Euclidean field configurations 
2, = G @ e %  (2.1) I 
where SE is the Euclidean action, which defines the QFT in terms of a 4-dimensional integral 
over the Lagrangian, 4; 
SE = I d 4 x  L(@). (2.2) 
The Lagrangian depends only on the fundamental fields @(t ,x )  and a set of coupling 
constants. Information on the spectrum, as well as various other properties of the theory, can 
be obtained from the behaviour of n-point Green functions, 
G(x,,x, ,  . . . , x,) = 2;' LZ @@(x,)@(x,)  . . . (D(-u,)e-ss. (2.3) 
For example, the mass ma, of a particle created by the field @ can be computed from the 
exponential decrease of the two-point function at large time separations I ,  
I 
( @(t)@(O))  '2 Z@exp(-m,t), (2.4) 
where 2, is the usual wave-function renormalization. 
It is quite straightforward to generalize the path integral formulation of a Q R  to finite 
temperature (and chemical potential) (Bernard 1974). The temperature and volume of a 
thermodynamic system enter through the restriction of the fundamental fields to a finite (3 t 
1)-dimensional region of space-time. In particular, the temperature, T, enten by restricting 
* 
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the Euclidean time interval to the range IE [O,l/T] and by demanding periodic (anti-periodic) 
boundary conditions for bosonic (fermionic) fields in this direction, 
Z(V, r )  = @@e-Wv.rl (2.5) I 
with 
&(V, r )  = d3x =f(@). (2.6) 
Thermodynamic quantities can then be obtained as derivatives of the partition function Z(V, 
T). For instance, the energy density and the pressure are given by 
p a  a 
v aT av E = - - - l n Z ,  p = T - - l n Z ,  
A QFT, defined formally by the above relations, needs to be regularized in order to give a 
meaning to the path-integral and to remove ultraviolet divergencies in the theory. This can 
be done by introducing a cut-off in coordinate (or momentum) space. A renormalization 
scheme, which allows to remove the cut-off again, can then be defined and allows to 
separate divergent parts from the physical, finite sector. For the purpose of numerical studies 
of QFTs the introduction of a discrete space-time lattice is the most convenient 
regularization scheme. It reduces the number of degrees of freedom to a large but finite set 
and gives a weU defined statistical interpretation to the path integral and most observables of 
interest, which can be viewed as expectation values calculated in a statistical ensemble with 
B o l t ”  weights exp(-SE). 
On a 4-dimensional spacetime lattice with a lattice spacing ‘a’, the fields @(x)  are 
restricted to the discrete set of points, (xo,x)  + nu = (n&, n,a, n,a; n3a). Accordingly, @(x) 
gets replaced by +(a) and the measure in the path integral becomes, G@ + IInd+(n). A 
finite, 4-dimensional lattice of size N, X PG does then represent a statistical system at 
temperature T =  I/N,a in a volume of size V=(N,O)~.  The partition function of this system 
reads 
n 
The crucial step in formulating a lattice regularized QFT is the proper discretization of the 
Euclidian action, S,. This can be achieved in a straightfonvard way for a scalar field theory 
by discretizing the integral in (2.6) and replacing derivatives of fields by finite differences. 
The action of the @theory for instance, may be discretized as 
with i. denoting the unit vector pointing to neighbouring sites in a 4-dimensional lattice and 
K ,  A are couplings, which in the naive continuum limit. a + 0, are related to q, go as go = 
6k/~ ’ ,  m’,=(l - 2h - ~ K ) / K .  
In the case of a gauge theory the discretization is not at all so obvious. In fact, it is 
important to choose a discretization such that the basic symmetries of the continuum action 
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are preserved. This is not always possible as we will see from ow discussion of fermionic 
theories, However, the most important step clearly is to construct a discretized action which 
preserves local gauge invariance. Wilson has shown first how one can achieve this (Wilson 
1974). 
2.1.1. Gaugcjelds on the lattice. Gauge fields mediate the interactions between matter. It is 
thus suggestive to introduce them as variables on the links (n,p) of a hypercubic, 4- 
dimensional lattice rather than on the sites of the lattice. Gauge fields, &t,(x), can then be 
related to elements U J n )  of a gauge group. To be specific we will consider the case of an 
SU(N) gauge theory, which is relevant for the formulation of QCD as well as the SU(2)- 
Higgs modelt. On a lattice with lattice spacing a the formal relation between U J n )  and 
,WJ.r) is given by 
(2. IO) 
where g is the bare coupling constant and X h  are the generators of the group. Using this 
relation one can easily verify that the single plaquette action proposed by Wilson 
(2.1 1 )  
(2.12) f,,(n) = 1 - - ReTrU,(n)U,(n + 2U;’ (n + G)U;’(n) 
approximates the continuum Lagrangian for the gauge fields up to terms of O(a6), 
(2N/g’)Pp,(n) = Xaa4F;pL, t @a6). In the continuum limit, a 4 0, these higher order 
corrections become irrelevant. 
2.1.2. Fermions on the lattice. Wilson also suggested a discretization scheme for fermionic 
actions. While it is easy to preserve local gauge invariance also in this case, it is difficult to 
preserve all the chiral properties of fermionic actions. Fermion actions contain only first 
derivatives of the fields. As a consequence, a straightforward discretization, similar to the 
scalar case described in (2.9), leads to additional poles in the lattice fermion propagator. In 
the continuum limit these additional poles will give rise to 15 additional, unwanted fermion 
species rather than only the one we started with. It could be observed (Nielsen and 
Ninomiya 1981) that this is a general phenomenon when in addition to such elementary 
assumptions as locality, hermiticity and translational invariance also a continuous chud 
symmetry of the action is required. There are however certain loopholes. Wilson proposed a 
discretization scheme for fermions, in which a second-order derivative term S, is added to 




SPF = s,ts, 
t The following discussion, of course. can easily be reformulated for an abelian gauge theov like U(1) 
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The additional term S, becomes irrelevant in the (naive) continuum limit. Its effect is 
that the 15 additional fermions acquire a large mass of O(l/a), which diverges in the 
continuum limit, and thus would decouple from the dynamics of the theory. However, chiral 
invariance of the action is lost at finite lattice spacing and is to be recovered in the 
continuum limit. 
Another approach, which we want to discuss in the following is due to Kogut and 
Susskind (Kogut and Susskind 1975). By distributing the four components of the continuum 
spinor over different sites of the lattice it is possible to reduce the number of additional 
species. If one introducesf different staggered fermion species on the lattice the staggered 
lattice action will lead to n,= 4f species of fermions in the continuum limit. Moreover it 
preserves a global Uf) X U@) chiral symmetry, i.e. an abelian subgroup of the continuum 
chiral symmetry. For studies of chiral symmetry breaking as well as for finite temperature 
calculations on the lattice it is convenient to work with such a lattice action which preserves 
at least part of the SU(n,) X SU(n,) chiral symmetry of the continuum action. The staggered 
fermion action, obtained after a diagonalization in the Dirac indices, becomes 
i 
(2.14) 
Here the fermion fields, x, R are anticommuting Grassmann variables defined on the sites of 
the lattice and the fermion matrix Q,(n, m) is given by 
Q(n, m) = $ D,(n, m)  + m,a(n, m). 
The hopping matrices D,(n,m) mediate the nearest neighbour interactions and have non-zero 




> 0 and qo = 1 are remnants of the Y, matrices. 
1 D,(n, m) = Zq,(n)[U,,(n)8(n, m - B - U;’(n)8(n, m + 31. 
The phase factors q,(n) = (- 1)”0+-+‘5-~ for 
Finally the partition function takes on the form 
(2.17) 
As the fermionic part of the action is bilinear in the fields k(n), XXn), these can be integrated 
out and the partition function can be represented in terms of bosonic degrees of freedom 
only, 
i 
dU,(n) I1 det Q e %  (2.18) 
In this form the partition function is well suited for numerical studies. A major problem is, 
however, caused by the presence of the fermion determinant, which in general cannot be 
calculated exactly. Algorithms for the numerical integration are thus required, which 
circumvent the explicit calculation of this determinant. 
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2.2. Numerical simulations 
2.2.1. Basic concepts: Merropolis and heat bath algorithm. In the lattice regularization. the 
Feynman path integral, (2.8), becomes a well-defined meaning as an ordinary integral. 
Because of the high-dimensionality, its numerical evaluation, however, is a formidable task. 
Imagine a lattice of just IO4 lattice points. then (2.8) represents a IO4 fold integral times the 
number of internal degrees of freedom. Many field confi,mtions { + I  will contribute to the 
integral with rather small Boltzmann weights, exp( -S(+)), though. Thus an efficient way to 
compute the integral would consist in generating a sequence of field configurations (+)(&' 
which are distributed according to this weight factor. The expectation value of an observable 
P(+) can then be approximated by the ensembie average 
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1 M  
(2.19) 
Such a series of field configurations is obtained by means of so-called Markov chains. 
Starting from some arbitrary initial configuration [ +(n)]@) one generates, one after the other, 
new sets of + fields. Under certain conditions, the sets {+ICk' will be distributed according to 
the equilibrium probability exp { -.S(+)), once a number of not-yet equilibrated initial 
configurations has been discarded. 
The prototype algorithm which meets these conditions is  the Metropolis algorithm 
(Metropolis er al 1953). It consists of two steps: site by site (i) choose a trial update +' 
according to some normalized probability distribution PHal(+  +') = P,cld(+' -+ +) and (ii) 
accept +' with the conditional probability 
(2.20) 
The trial distribution P,, must be chosen in such a way that the whole configuration space 
can be covered. The conditional accept probability PneP, allows for configurations with a 
smaller Boltzmann weight to be included in the set. This is necessary in order to account for 
the quantum fluctuations. Finally, the algorithm satisfies detailed balance, (P=P,,,*P,,,,,) 
e-sl+lP(+ + +') = e-WlP(+' + +), (2.21) 
which is a sufficient condition for convergence to the equilibrium distribution. 
As new configurations are calculated from previous ones, it is clear that subsequent 
'snapshots' of the system are not statistically independent of each other. In order to cany out 
a correct statistical error analysis it is therefore desirable to step through configuration space 
rather quickly, minimizing the number of intermediate configurations which have to be 
discarded because they do not provide information independent of the previous state. The 
Metropolis algorithm is local and can be implemented efficiently. However, either the new 
value +' is close to the old one, in which case the change in the action is small and its 
acceptance is likely, or the new +' is far from the old one. In the latter case the change in the 
action is large, however, and the acceptance rate drops exponentially. Both choices result in 
a slow exploration of configuration space. A somewhat better approach in this respect has 
therefore been to pick a +'(n) not randomly from the whole manifold but with a weighting 
proportional to the Boltzmann factor (Creutz et a1 1979, Creutz 1980), 
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W d 4 )  - expl -S(+’)Jd+‘, (2.22) 
i.e. the field 4(n) is equilibrated in the local heat-bath provided by its neighbours. In this 
case the change is always accepted. The integration over the group, which is needed in order 
to select the new field +’ according to the correct distribution given by (2.22), may, 
however, be difficult to implement efficientlyt, in particular for SU(N) gauge theories with 
N 3. For those, one has devised a so-called pseudo-heat bath (Cabibbo and Marinaxi 1982) 
in which a new SU(3) matrix is obtained from the old one by constructing U’=a,a,U, where 
the a, belong to 2 different SU(2) subgroups of SU(3) and are subsequently generated 
according to (2.22). 
2.2.2. Critical slowing down: overrelaxed a l g o r i t h .  It has been mentioned already in the 
previous paragraph that subsequent configurations in the Markov chain are not necessarily 
independent of each other. The number of steps in the Markov chain over which such a 
correlation extends is quantified by the autocorrelation time T.~, 
In principle, the autocorrelation time depends on the observable (5 However, with T.~, 
usually the relaxation time of the slowest mode is meant. One can also define an integrated 
autocorrelation time T, ,~=Y~~TC~(T)/C~(O).  which needs not to be the same as T..~ and 
typically turns out to be somewhat smaller than T~,,,. If the number of generated 
configurations is M than only M/T,”,, statistically independent measurements of ecan be 
performed. Close to a critical point, i.e. when the continuum l i t  is approached and a 
(dimensionless) correlation length diverges, the autocorrelation time also diverges. Both 
are related through a scaling law 
where z denotes a dynamic critical exponent. The divergence of T~~~ near the continuum limit 
is called critical slowing down. Physically a correlation length 5, means that a modification 
of e.g. a spin at site n influences the orientation of spins being a distance 5, apart. A given 
numerical update scheme, however, requires of the order of T~~ updates to communicate 
changes made at site n over a distance E. Thus only after T~~ updates does one obtain a 
configuration which contains new information, i.e. may be considered as independent. Local 
algorithms such as the standard Metropolis as well as the heat-bath updating proceed 
through configuration space like random walks. Correspondingly, their critical exponent has 
been determined as z = 2. An ideal algorithm, on the other hand, would lead to z=O. Much 
research is therefore going into developing improved methods to reduce this critical slowing 
down. 
A by now widely used algorithm for non-abelian gauge theories is able to reduce the 
critical exponent to z =  1. It is based on the transfer of overrelaxation techniques, as used in 
solving linear equations, to the Markov process (Adler 1981). Consider (Brown and Woch 
1987, Creutz 1987) a single link U in SU(2) gauge theory. The part of the action which 
depends on U is given by 
?It is perhaps WO& noting lhat the efficiency of an algorithm is not independent ofthe architectm of the computer 
it is implemented on. Up to now, the fastest computers have been vector machines so that vectorizability is a 
prerequisite of a fast algorithm. With the availability of powerful parallel machines this might chmge in the future. 
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S = -tr[W) t terms independent of U (2.25) 
where Vdenotes the s u m  of 'staples' around the specified U. Let U. be the value of U which 
minimizes the action (2.25). Now construct a new link U' by 
U' = uou-'u,. (2.26) 
Then P,,(U + U') = P,,(U' --t U), so that detailed balance is satisfied if the new link is 
accepted with the usual probability, (2.20). For SU(2), the sum of staples is proportional to 
an SU(2) matrix again, and U,, as obtained from Uo=(l/det V)V-' ,  indeed minimizes S, 
(2.25). Moreover, ir{U'U-b} =tr[UU-:) so that the action is preserved under the change 
and the new link is accepted witb probability 1. Rewriting (2.26) in the form 
ei"b = ei"&re2i"me;"ov (2.27) 
shows that the new link lies 'on the opposite side' of U with respect to U,, i.e. at the 
maximal distance from U. Compared to linear equation solvers this amounts to choosing the 
overrelaxation parameter equal to 2. As the given prescription is action conserving, one has 
to add standard Metropolis or heat-bath updates to assure ergodicity. For SU(3). the sums of 
staples are not multiples of an SU(3) matrix and the action is not preserved. One has to 
perform the accepvreject decision, (2.20), and also provide some method to find the 
minimum of the action, U,. 
Loosely speaking, the reduction of z to z = I is gained by the right balance between 
deterministic and ergodic steps. Further improvements seem to require knowledge about the 
long-distance, slowly moving modes in order to update the corresponding local fields 
collectively. For king systems and other models with global symmetry, where an 
embedding of Ising spins into the original theory is possible, so-called cluster algorithms 
have been devised, which are able to obtain z = 0 (Swendsen and Wang 1987, Wolff 1989, 
Hasenbusch 1990). For gauge theories, the local gauge invariance poses a considerable 
complication. Moreover, it was shown that for theories with field variables which take 
values in other manifolds than spheres an embedding of Ising-like systems is not possible 
(Cmcciolo er al 1992). One therefore has to search for other collective-mode algorithms. 
2.2.3. Fermion simulations: hybrid Monte Cad0 algorithm. The existence of fermions in 
nature presents an additional complication in numerical lattice calculations. Fermions follow 
the Pauli exclusion principle and obey anti-commutation relations. These would be 
comprehensible to a computer only through matrix representations, an approach which is 
prohibitively memory consuming. As the fermion part of the path integral is Gaussian, 
s, = ql(D + m)+ (2.28) 
with D being the Dirac matrix and m the fermion mass, one can integrate over the fermion 
fields analytically, 
5 g+@ $exp(- T ( D  + m)+) = det(D + m } .  (2.29) 
T h i s  manipulation leads to the famous fermion determinant, whose calculation except for 
small lattices is practically impossible because the number of operations required grows like 
(volume)' and suffers from numerical instabilities. However, there are ways to deal with it in 
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the form of trading the determinant for the inverse of the Dirac matrix. This will be 
explained in some detail below. Even then, the numerical effort is quite large so that many 
lattice investigations have been using the so-called quenched approximation. This 
approximation amounts to setting the determinant equal to 1. Seemingly a crude 
approximation, a quick calculation reveals that det {D + m )  L1 amounts to neglecting virtual 
fermion loops, 
(2.30) 
The Dirac matrix D connects neighbouring Lattice sites via a gauge link and contributes only 
with even powers to the expansion, (2.30), because otherwise the integral over the gauge 
fields vanishes. For the same reason, only closed loops do not average to zero. Thus, the 
quenched approximation neglects (virtual) quark loops and treats fermions as static degrees 
of freedom. Properties of the theory which depend crucially on the fermion dynamics are 
thus not accessible by studies in the quenched approximation. On the other hand, basic 
properties of e.g. QCD which are dominated by the non-abelian gluon dynamics should and 
do survive the approximation. Thus, quenched studies may serve as important guides for 
many non-perturbative aspects of the theory. Of course, the results have to be checked by 
calculations in the full theory. 
AU fermion algorithms in use, which try to take into account the dynamical effects of 
fermions in the generation of field configurations, re-express the determinant by a path 
integral over pseudofermion fields i.e. bosonic fields which interact via the fermion matrix 
(Petcher and Weingarten 1981, see also Fucito et a[ 1981). As the fermion matrix is not 
positive definite, one first has to square the determinant in order to obtain a regular 
Bolt-” weight factor, 
det*(D + m ]  = der(@ + m)t(D + m ) ]  
(2.31) 
= j g + g v e x p ( v [ ( D  + m)i.(D + m)]-’+). 
Thus one has traded the determinant for the inverse matrix at the cost of simulating twice the 
number of fermion species. However, in terms of pseudofermionic variables, the fermions 
can now be dealt with in an ordinilly Monte Carlo. Because of the non-locality of the inverse 
Dirac matrix, any local updating scheme for the gauge fields would though require to 
recalculate the inverse after each local change in the Us. Alternatively, one could change a 
whole gauge field configuration at once and then recalculate the inverse. However, with 
ordinary, local updating procedures, the acceptance probability of a global change would 
drop to zero very quickly with the lattice size. 
The hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm (Duane eta/ 1987), which to date is the only slgorithm 
which is exact and also not prohibitively time consuming (at least on lattices which are not 
enormously large), solves this problem by deliberately preparing a new configuration for a 
global acceptheject decision. This preparation is based on elements taken from previously 
developed approximate algorithms. Suppose one adds a quadratic term to the action, 
(2.32) 
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The extra term can be integrated out analytically and does not change vacuum expectation 
values. This expression, (2.32), is now taken as a Hamiltonian from which equations of 
motion in a fictitious time 7 are derived. The m fields can be considered as conjugate 
momenta to the fields U ,  slightly modified to preserve the gauge fields as elements of the 
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gauge group, 
U&) = in,(n)U,(n). (2.33) 
With the pseudofermion fields 4 kept constant during the evolution in the time T (Gottlieb et 
al. 1987a), the second set of Hamiltonian equations is given by 
where the subscript TA denotes the naceless anti-Hermitian part in colour space, A, = (A - 
A+) - (l/N)tr(A - At). This step is. of come,  the time consuming one as it requires to 
calculate the inverse of the fermion matrix. With momenta conjugate to the pseudofermion 
fields added, a pure Hamiltonian evolution has been used in the past for simulations of the 
f d l  theory (Callaway and Rahman 1982), exploiting the fact that for large systems the 
canonical distribution, exp(- “Z) is very sharply peaked around the microcanonical one, &(E 
- 20. The advantage of the Hamiltonian evolution is its relatively fast progressing through 
phase space. However, there are reasons to believe that it violates ergodicity. Alternatively, 
Langevin methods parisi and Wu 1981, Fukugita and Ukawa 1985, Banouni et a/ 1985) 
have been used, which replace the two first order differential equations given above, i.e. a 
second order derivative in the fields, by a single first order one. Generically, the Langevin 
evolution is given by 
(2.35) 
which also includes a noise term -q to guarantee ergodicity. However, a pure Langevin 
evolution is basically a random walk through phase space and thus progress is rather slow. 
In the hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm the system is guided through phase space by 
combining Langevin steps with molecular dynamics iterations. Thereby the advantages of 
both, Lanvevin and microcanonical algorithm, fast progress through phase space and 
ergodicity, are utilized. To be specific, at the beginning of a so-called trajectory, the 
momenta as well as the pseudofermion fields are refreshed in random manner, for QCD 
(Gottlieb era/ 1987a), 
a 6,= - - s  a+ + q  
(2.36) 
m +I 
Here, the r’s represent (two different) sets of Gaussian random numbers with variance (r2)=% 
the h’s are the generators of the gauge group and a and i, j are colour indices. Note in passing 
that this gives the desired distributions of the 71 and + fields. This step is then followed by a 
number NMD of molecular dynamics iterations, (2.33) and (2.34). At the end of such a 
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trajectory one has deliberately prepared a configuration which then is accepted as new 
configuration with probability 
If the integration of the equations of motions could be canied out exactly, the acceptance 
probability for a configuration at the end of a trajectory would be unity because energy is 
preserved in Hamiltonian dynamics. However, the necessity to solve the equations of motion 
numerically, i.e. the introduction of finite time step sizes d?, needed to discretize the T 
derivatives in (2.33)-(2.34). unavoidably introduces integration errors which lead to slight 
violations of energy conservation. These errors can be studied by means of the 
Fokker-Planck equation (Batrouni et a[ 1985). It tums out that they can partially be 
absorbed into a renormalization of the coupling constants. But there are also non-integrable 
terms. The hybrid Monte Carlo compensates for these errors by performing the above global 
acceptkeject decision about the accumulated changes of the configuration at the end of a 
Wajectory (Scalettar et ai 1986, Duane er a/ 1987). This Monte Carlo element makes the 
algorithm an exact one. The evolution along a trajectory is taken only as a way to very 
carefully prepare anew tentative update of the system as a whole. 
In order to be a viable Monte Carlo procedure, the hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm has to 
maintain detailed balance. This is achieved by letting the fields and their conjugate momenta 
evolve according to aleapfrog discretization scheme. In its simplest version this is given by 





U(T + - d7) = ei"")d'U(~ - - dT) + O(d+). 
As indicated, the errors are proportional to d73 while in the initial and final half steps of the 
U field evolution the error is O(d72). In the end, this amounts to an energy violation -Vdr', 
where V is the 4-dimensional lattice volume (Creutz 1988, Gupta R er a1 19884 Horsley et 
a1 1989, Gupta S et al 1990). Thus the time step size has to be scaled as V-"4 in order to 
maintain a constant acceptance probability. Of course, this error can be reduced by 
decreasing the time step size appropriately but then progress through phase may become 
slow. Therefore, it is worthwhile to think about refinements of the leapfrog scheme, (2.38), 
(Camposhini and Rossi 1990, Sexton and Weingarten 1992). Another important issue 
concems the critical behaviour of the hybrid Monte Carlo. Studies of simpler models like the 
2D XY model suggest a dynamic critical exponent of z = 1, if the trajectory length is varied 
proportionally to the correlation length, T= NM& - &, and z = 2 for fixed T (Kennedy and 
Pendleton 1990, Gupta S 199%). 
In simulations with dynamical fermions, by far the largest fraction of computing time 
goes into repeatedly calculating the inverse of the Dmc matrix. For that purpose, iterative 
inversion solvers like the conjugate gradient for staggered and the minimal residual 
algorithm for Wilson fermions are used. These schemes already exploit the sparse nature of 
the Dirac matrix rather efficiently. Still, the number of iterations necessary to reach a certain 
accuracy depends on the fermion mass via the condition number 
(2.39) 
where h denotes an eigenvalue of the Dirac matrix. This explains the high cost of 
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simulations with small fermion masses. Therefore, the investigation of preconditioning 
techniques like e.g. ILU decomposition, of convergence accelerators as e.g. Fourier 
acceleration or of multigrid methods is a very active m a  of research at present (see for 
instance Hemnann and Karsch 1991, Kallireuter 1992). 
2.3. Continurim limit and critical phenomena 
A central question to be answered in any lattice study is in how far results are influenced by 
the lattice discretization or directly represent continuum physics. Clearly on a coarse lattice 
with large lattice spacings rotational symmetry is violated and calculations of, for instance, 
correlation functions, will be affected by this. However, lhese lattice artefacts should vanish 
in the continuum limit. 
Physical quantities are calculated on the lattice in units of the lattice spacing a; for 
instance, a mass or inverse correlation length will be given in units of a- ' ,  the smng tension 
in units of a-? and the energy density in units of c4. The continuum limit, a -+ 0, should he 
taken while keeping physical quantities l i e  the correlation length, 5 - l/mHhnq fixed. On 
the lattice the continuum limit thus corresponds to a point in parameter space where the 
lattice correlation length, .$ = ua. diverges. The continuum limit has to be taken at the 
critical point of the statistical model defined by the lattice parfition function (2.8). In fact, it 
is a central task of lattice calculations to identify the critical points in parameter space at 
which a continuum theory can be defined. A priori it is not insured that the Q t T  defined at 
such a point coincides with the perturbatively studied continuum theory. The SU(2)-Higgs 
model as well as the U( 1) gauge theory with fermions on the lattice provide examples where 
the known fixed points may lead to trivial non-interacting theories. We will discuss these 
models further in section 5. Here we will concentrate on a discussion of the continuum limit 
of QCD. 
In the case of 4-dimensional QCD with massless quarks, the lattice action itself does not 
conrain any dimensional parameter. The lattice cut-off a-' enters through the 
renormalization of the bare couplings, i.e. the gauge coupling g2 and the quark masses m,. It 
is generally expected that the continuum limit of lattice QCD is reached in the limit g2 -+ 0, 
where the relation between g2 and a is known from a perturbative analysis of the 
renormalization group equation. To two-loop order one finds for n, masless fermion 
flavours and colour gauge group SU(N). 
aAL = (bog~)-b&e-l~bd (2.40) 
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with bo, b, given by 
b, = -2 1 [ l l - - - n f ]  N 2  
167r 3 3  
(2.41) 
Here A, is an unknown scale parameter, not fixed by the theory. The above relation can then 
be used to eliminate the cut-off from calculated, dimensionless quantities (mH,d,om, duo)  in 
favour of the scale parameter A,. If the lattice simulations have been performed in the 
continuum regime, results should be cut-off independent, i.e. physical quantities expressed 
in units of AL. like mwmJAL or VuJAL, should be independent of the coupling 6' used in the 
actual calculation. Numerical studies of the QCD p-function using Monte Carlo 
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renormalization group techniques gave evidence that the asymptotic scaling behaviour, 
described by (2.40), is approximately valid for g2 < 1 (Bowler et al 1986, Gnpta R et al 
1988a). For g2 3 1, however, strong violations of asymptotic scaling have been found. In 
fact, these violations also gave rise to the speculation that the continuum limit of lattice 
QCD will not be reached at g2 = 0, but may have to be taken at Enite g2 (Patrascioiu and 
Seiler 1992). The Monte Carlo data we are going to discuss in the following certainly cannot 
rule out such a possibility as they can probe only a finite interval of g2 values. However, they 
also do not show any evidence for such an unconventional behaviour. 
Detailed studies of the scaling and asymptotic scaling behaviour have been performed 
recently in pure S U ( w  gauge theories. The simplest physical quantities accessible in this 
case are the string tension, U, as well as the deconfmement transition temperature, T,. Both 
quantities have been studied on large lattices over a relatively wide range of couplings, 
which, nonetheless, does not allow to go to very small values of g2. It tums out that the ratio 
of these observables, TJVu, indeed to a large extent is insensitive to variations of the cut- 
off. This is shown in figure 1 for the SU(2) and SU(3) gauge theory. 
o sU(2 )  n,=O 
x sv(3) n,=4 
* su(3) n,=o 
0 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1s 
N, 
Figure 1. TJ-Ja for SU(2) (circles) and SU(3)  (triangles) pure gauge theory as well as 4-Ravow 
QCD(cross). 
Averaging over the ratios measured for small values of aT, one finds 
- = {  TC 0.69 ? 0.02 SU(2) 
Vu 0.56 2 0.03 SU(3) (2.42) 
It is rather remarkable that scaling of TJVu is valid in the case of SU(2) to a high degree 
over the entire range of lattice spacings from aT, =I 0.25 on downwards. Using as an input 
the experimental value for the string tension, V u  = (420 ? 20) MeV, this corresponds to 
lattice spacings aSOSfm, i.e. only little less than typical hadronic scales of 1 fm. For SU(3) 
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Table 1. The ratio of various physical observables. The hadron masses have been taken from 
(Billoire er a/ 1985, Langhammer 1986) (SU(2). n, = 0). (Kogut et U /  1991) (SU(2), nI = 4), 
(Cabasinoero/1991,GuptaReral1991a) (SU(3),nl=0)and(Altmeyereral 1993)(S0(3),nl= 
4). Results for n,= 2 have been Wen from (Gonlieb et a/ 1987b). With m, we denote the mass 
of the lowest lying glueball state, 0". 
TJVu T& Tim, dohp mJm, 
SL'(2) 
"/=o 0.69(2) 0.25(3) - 0.36(3) 1.4(3) 
"1=4 0.38(2) 0.15(3) - 0.39(3) 1.1(2) 
SU(3) 
nl=O 0.57(3) 0.3 l(3) 0.24(3) 0.53(9) I .8(3) 
2 - 0. I9( 1) O.IZ(I) - - 




I €  f I 
Figure 2. T, in MeV exmcted born m, for QCD with nI= 0 (dots), 2 (triangles) and 4 (square) 
flavours of light quarks. 
the same seems to hold for a S 0.25fm. A similar behaviour is found in the ratio TJm,. 
shown in figure 2. Here we have also included results from simulations with two light quark 
flavours (n,=2) (Gottlieb er a1 1987b. Bernard er al 1992d, Gottlieb er a1 1992). Results for 
various ratios of physical observables are summarized in table 1. 
Despite this impressive scaling behaviour, the lattice simulations clearly have not been 
performed in the asymptotic scaling regime defined as the regime of validity of (2.40). This 
becomes obvious from the behaviour of TJA? shown in figure 3t. The scaling behaviour 
found for various ratios of physical observabres suggests, however, that the violations of 
asymptotic scaling found in individual quantities are of common origin and could be 
t We use the more familiar continuum scale parameter hlnrather than the lattice scale parameter A,. Both 
are related through AL/ANS = exp ((1/2b0)[(1/8N) - 0.169956N + P4nl]). where P4 = 0.002 6248 for 
staggered fermions and P, = 0.006 8870 for 'Wilson fermions (Weisz 1981, Sharatchandra et nl1981). 
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Figure 3. T./Am (a) and 
with the bare coupling, p (aiangles), and the effective coupling pc (circles). 
(b)  for the SW3) pure gauge theory obtained by using (2.40) m 
removed in a suitable renormalization scheme. There have been various suggestions for the 
choice of renormalized couplings, which could improve the asymptotic scaling behaviour 
(Paisi 1980). In figure 3 we also show T J A g  obtained from (2.40) after replacing the bare 
coupling p by 
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w -  1 
P E  = (2.43) 
where (P) denotes the expectation value of the Euclidean action density given by the 
plaquette term defined in (2.12). 
The rather weak dependence of physical quantities on the coupling in the renormalized, 
&scheme allows us to use physical quantities, known from experiment, as input and 
determine the unknown QCD scale parameter. From figure 3 we deduce for the SL’(3) gauge 
theory A$&= (240 2 30)MeV using the string tension value \/u=(420 2 2O)MeV as input. 
Similar results have been obtained from studies of the short distance part of the heavy quark 
potential (Bali and Schilling 1993, Booth er al 1992) and the 1P-IS fine splitting in the 
channonium spectrum (El-Khadra er al 1992). which Led to consistent values for A%. Also 
in the case of SU(2) gauge theory the values obtained for A$$are consistent with the above 
value (Fingberg et al 1993, Michael 1993, Liischer er al 1993). We note, however, that the 
physics of the SU(2) gauge theory clearly is different from that of the SU(3) gauge theory. 
This is particularly evident from the ratio v u / m p ,  which can be obtained from table 1, 
- - { ’  v u -  0 3 6  + - .  004 SL’(2) 
mp OS4 2 0.05 SU(3) ’ (2.44) 
This should be compared with the experimental value, du/mp = 0.545 ? 0.026. Thus 
quenched QCD (pure SU(3) gauge theory) provides a surprisingly good approximation to 
the real world in this case. On the other hand, a strong dependence of )$? on the number of 
flavours is known from perturbative analysis of high energy data. The calculation of the 
string tension for four flavour QCD (Born er al 1991a) provides indications from the lattice 
that dynamical quarks reduce the value of A$/ substantially, leading to A% = (150 2 40) 
MeV in the Pc scheme. 
3. QCD at  low energies 
Quantum Chromo Dynamics is generally accepted as the microscopic theory of the strong 
interactions. At large momentum transfers, due to asymptotic freedom, QCD has been 
exploited perturbatively with great success. At low energies, however, the effective 
quark-gluon coupling becomes large and non-perturbative techniques have to be adopted. 
Numerical lattice investigations provide a unique possibility to study the long-range 
properties of QCD with, in principle, no approximation. The aim of lattice QCD is to collect 
convincing evidence for anticipated basic features of QCD at large distances, in particular 
for confinement and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. Moreover, it is attempted to 
verify phenomenological concepts and to predict parameters for experiment and model 
building which are inaccessible otherwise. Naturally, one has to calibrate the precision of 
lattice investigations by confronting lattice results with experimental data. 
3.1. Confinement and the heavy qrrarkpofenfial 
Charmonium and in particular bottonium systems are sufficiently heavy to allow non- 
relativistic concepts to be adopted. The interactions between these heavy quarks can then be 
described by means of a potential. Also the confinement hypothesis of QCD can be 
expressed in a simple way namely in terms of a potential which grows when the distance 
between heavy quarks is increased. 
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Phenomenologically, the potential is decomposed into a spin-independent part which is 
responsible for confinement, and line-structure corrections which involve spin-rbit and 
spin-spin interactions. The spin-independent part V,(R) of the potential is empirically rather 
well described by a superposition of a term which rises linearly with distance and leads to 
the confinement of quarks, plus a Coulomb-like correction which is motivated by one-gluon 
exchange dominating at small distances. The prototype of these potential ansatze is given by 
the Cornell potential Eichten et a1 1975), 
4 a  
3 R  
V,(R) = - - - + uR, 
with a fixed Coulomb coefficient a and U being the string tension, vu = 420MeV. 
Modifications include a perturbatively running Coulomb coefficient a(R) at small R and 
various interpolation prescriptions between the small and large distance behaviour (for an 
overview see e.g. Kiihn and Zerwas 1988). In the distance range probed by charmonium and 
bottonium states the various ansatze are in numerical agreement. The differences show up in 
the short distance properties. This region will be probed by toponium, if the top quark is not 
too heavy. At present, quantities which depend on wave functions at the origin like e.g. 
leptonic widths favor a logarithmically softened Coulomb singularity as in QCD-like 
potentials (Buchmuller and Cooper 1988). 
The potential is obtained in a gauge-invariant way from the Wilson loop (Wilson 1974). 
which describes the propagation of a static quark-antiquark pair, separated by a distance R, 
in Euclidean time T. In (3.2) it has been assumed that T is sufficiently large so that the 
ground state potential V, dominates the expectation value and excitations of the string of 
colour fields between the heavy quarks are exponentially suppressed. 
The confinement potential has been the target of quite a few investigations starting with 
the first numerical lattice studies of Creutz on 54 lattices (Creutz 1980). As a major technical 
improvement, it was possible to consmct operators for the colour string which have an 
increased overlap with the ground state (Teper 1986, Albanese et a1 1987). This allows to 
reliably extract V, already from Wilson loops with smaller time extent. The results of recent 
analyses in the quenched approximation (Bali and Schilling 1992, Booth et a1 1992) on 
lattices up to size 3Z4 are shown in figure 4. The data reach distances almost up to R = 2fm 
and demonstrate a linear rise at large separations very nicely. This result as well as 
observations in earlier attempts represent important support for the confinement hypothesis. 
The linear rise at large distances is accompanied by a Coulomb-type behaviour at small R. 
At not too small quark-antiquark separations, the coefficient of the Coulomb term is 
compatible with a universal strength d l 2  predicted by string models (Liischer et a1 1980) 
for distances R 0.3fm (Alvarez 1981). Below 0.1 to 0.2fm it is expected that the 
potential is adequately described by perturbative 1-gluon exchange (Fischler 1977, Billoire 
1980), 
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Figure 4. The heavy quark potential in quenched QCD (dam obtained from Baii and Schilling 
1992). 
where bo and h, are given in (2.41). Indeed. quantitative analyses of the short distance 
behaviour (Michael 1992, Bali znd Schilling 1993, Booth et al 1992) do find evidence for a 
'running' a(R) in accordance with (3.4). By setting the scale from the string tension, the 
QCD A parameter can be extracted from the measured a@). One finds, in physical urits, 
A$=(240 2 30)MeV (for SU(3)) .  This resuit, obtaaed from the short distance properties of 
the theory, compares successfully with the results of other approaches meneoned in section 
2.3. Moreover, a similar analysis in quenched SU(2) is in agreement with a program in 
which long and short distances are covered in a step-wise manier, bj working on a variety 
of dfferent lattices sizes and maching them by means of a variant of the renoimalization 
group procedure (Liischer et al 1993). Thus the originally non-perturbarive lattice approach 
is becoming capable of reaching into the short distance regime where results can be matched 
directly to perturbative calculations. However, compared to recent LE? data (or to 
phenomenologically successful potentials) the lattice results for the running coupling 
constant are too low. One and presumably the main reason for this discrepancy is expected 
to be the quenched approximation. The coefficient bo is strongly dependent on the number of 
flavours n,, leading to a difference of about 30% between n,=O and n,=4. This effect will 
partially be counteracted by an unknown shift in A&. Moreover, the quenched swhg tension 
from which usually the scale is taken, is not a physics quantity. Equating it to the 
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‘experimental‘ value of 420MeV neglects the effects of quark loops. In particular, the 
potential in full QCD is expected to flatten out at some distance due to quark pair creation. 
This could also affect the numerical value of the smng tension (see, however, (2.44)). 
P,esults from simulations of full, QCD, i.e. with light dynamical quarks taken into 
account, are beginning to emerge from rather large kttices. The currently accessible 
distances are in the range 5.1 S R  S 1.Ofm so far. For those quark-antiquark separations, 
investigations in the full theory (Born et al 1991a) confirm a Coulomb plus h e a r  form of 
the poiential and thus support standard heavy quarkonium phenomenology. At distances 
larger than 1 fm one hopes foi indications that the flux tube connecting the heavy quarks 
breaks. This is expectea because of the sFntaneous creation of light quark-antiquark pairs 
which screen the colour charges ofthe heavy quarks. 
Fine a i d  hyperfine splittings in quarkonium spectra, beyond their phenomenological 
importance, are interesting because they depend on the spin-structure of the confining 
Bethdalpeter kernel. They can be derived from the spimdependent potential, the most 
general form of which is obtaified from a systematic expansion in the inverse quark mass 
l /m and is given by the Breit-Fermi parameterization, 
2 
3m2 + - S,S,V, 
here written for the case of two identical quark masses m. The three contiibutions represent 
subsequently the spin-orbit, the tensor and the spin-spin parts. The components V, can be 
extracted from correlations mong the colour-electric and colour-magnetic fields (Eichteu 
and Feinberg 1981) in Wilson IGOPS, VIZ - (BF,), and V,,, - V,  and V, are related to 
the confinement potential thuough the Gromes identity (Gromes 1984), V, - VI = V, so that 
V ,  and V, cannot be of short range both at the same time. In fact, if the confining 
Beth-Salpeter kemel has a scalar Dirac structure, a long-range component resides in V, =- 
- V, while for vector confinement it resides in V, e V,. As a consequence, the long-range 
part of the spin-orbit potentials is markediy different. Experimentally, the ratios of the P- 
level fine splittings in charm and bottom decays allow one to differentiate between the two 
cases. They strongly favour scalar confinement while pure vector confinement seems to be 
ruled out by the data (Buchmiiller and Cooper 1988). 
The lattice analyses (Campostrini et al 1986, Huntley and Michael 1987, Laermann et al 
1992) confom with &is picture very nicely. Figure 5 summarizes the findings of a study in 
full QCD (Laermann et al 1992). While dV,/dR is flat within the error bars, dVJdR and V, 
drop rapidly and appear to be well described by perturbative one-gluon exchange. The 
spin-spin term is practically zero for R 3 d 2 2 ,  which is compatible with the perturbative 
behaviour V,,(R) - 6(R). 
3.2. Chiral symmetry 
The spectrum of QCD and many msi t ion amplitudes of light quark states reveal the 
characteristic partern of a theory whose chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken. For zero- 
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Figure 5. The spin dependent poteniials in fvll QCD. taken from (Laemann el of 1992). The 
results were obtained with a quark mass of m, = 35 MeV. The dotted lines, except for V { ( R ) ,  
indicate the perturbalive prediction of a shon-ranged vector potential. 
mass quarks the action is invariant under separate transfonnations of left-handed and right- 
handed quarks. However, this global chml  symmetry is not observed in the hadron 
specmm. Instead one finds the typical features of spontaneous symmetry breaking: a pion 
whose mass is nearly zero on a typical hadronic scale, m:/m: = 0.04, which thus might be 
interpreted as the Goldstone boson of the broken symmetry, as well as a non-vanishing value 
for the quark condensate in the vacuum. Both features are clearly of non-perturbdtive nature 
and invite a first principle lattice investigation. 
The result of a recent investigation of these questions in full QCD with staggered 




0 0.05 m 0.1 
Figure 6.7% pion mass squared as a function of the quark mass m (boxes). The second data set 
(circles) are the results for one of the additional pseudo scalar mesons in the staggered fermion 
discretization which also hecame Goldstone bosons in the continuum limit. 
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algorithms to invert the Dirac mattix 
do not work. One thus has to calculate at finite quark mass and then to extrapolate to the 
chiral limit. From chiral perturbation theory (Gasser and Leulwyler 1982), it is expected that 
the pion mass squared is linear in the quark mass. Indeed, the lattice data for the pion mass, 
shown in figure 6, follow a linear quark mass dependence rather nicely. Moreover, in the 
chiral limit, at zro  quark mass, the pion mass vanishes. Furthermore, the quark condensate 
has a finite intercept at zero quark mass. The numerical value of the renormalization group 
invariant condensate for one flavour is obtained as (iru)RG‘ = (200MeV)’ with a 10% error, 
quite close to the (190MeV)’ extracted by means of current algebra techniques from low- 
energy pion reactions. Moreover, one can calculate the pion decay constant fq from the 
appropriate matrix element and exploit the Gel1 Mann-Oakes-Renner formula, ffl: = m(iiu 
+&id), in the limit of vanishing quark mass in order to check this value. Within 10 to 20% 
error agreement has been found. 
3.3. Meson and baryon spectroscopy 
A central problem of QCD at low momentum is the computation of the hadron spectrum. As 
most of the low-lying hadron masses are known from experiment very precisely, this branch 
of lattice calculations may have limited predictive power as far as purely numbers are 
concerned. Nevertheless, these calculations are important to verify that the non-perhubative 
dynamics of QCD at low energies explains the experimental spectrum and to control the 
degree of accuracy reached in a numerical investigation. 
The masses of hadrons are obtained from investigating the propagation of hadrons in 
(Euclidean) time, (H(t)llT(O)). By inserting a complete set of energy states and projecting to 
zero momentum, one can extract the mass of the lightest hadron with the right quantum 
numbers from the exponential decay at large times 
(H(r)llT(O)) -t e - w .  (3.7) 
Generally, the operators H are sensitive to all hadrons with a given set of quantum numbers 
specified by H. The matrix element, (3.7), thus contains contaminations of excited states so 
that a large time extent is required in order not to overestimate the mass of the lightest 
hadron. Alternatively. one t ies  to construct operators with a large projection onto the 
ground state hadron. These are typically extended operators which approximate an 
anticipated S-wave like shape of the wave function. 
A quantity that is very sensitive to effects due to finite lattice spacing, a,  and finite spatial 
volume, Nq, is the ratio of the nucleon to the p mass. This ratio is usually plotted as a 
function of the ratio mJmo, which is a measure of the quark mass. Recall that one can 
choose the quark mass freely in a lattice calculation. In practice it is very difficult to perform 
calculations with small quark masses. One thus usually has to extrapolate to the physical 
quark mass value. The so-called Edinburgh plot is a way to display whether and how the 
experimental value mdm, = 1.22 is approached when the quark mass is decreased from 
infinity, where mN/mp = 3/2 describes the static limit. This is shown in figure 7 for Wilson 
quarks (Allton etal 1992, Butler etal 1993, Daniel et a1 1992, Guagnelli etal 1992). Similar 
results but with larger error bars are obtained in the staggered discretization (Cabasino et a1 
1991, Gupta R et al 1991a, Fukugita ec a1 1992a). Figure 7 contains @art 00 the data from 
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lattices with lattice spacing U < 0.1 fm and N g  3 2fm. While for N& 3 2 fm finite volume 
effects seem to be under control in this quantity, larger lattice spacings as well as smaller 
lattices shift the "Imp ratio to larger values. Although, in present lattice calculations, "Imp 
is always found to be larger than the experimental value, it is clear that it is decreasing as the 
quark mass decreases. Close to the static limit, mJmp = 1, the nucleon to p mass ratio is 
significantly above i .5 in accordance with potential model calculations. Extrapolations to 
the physical pion mass produce remarkably good results. For instance, the GFl l  
collaboration obtains an extrapolated value of 1.28(7) which is consistent with the 
experimental number within 5%. (The QCDPAX collaboration (Iwasaki et a/ 1993) obtains 
somewhat larger mN/mp ratios at small quark masses. They do not work with extended 
operators though but rather concentrate on studying contributions of excited states.) The 
close agreement is a bit surprising because below threshold, i.e. at pion masses less than 
mJ2, the p should decay into two pions and a qualitatively new behaviour should set in. The 
p-meson decay cannot, however, be reproduced properly in the quenched approximation. 
Moreover, in the quenched approximation pion clouds are different from full QCD which 
should also effect the "Imp ratio. Current investigations with dynamical quarks (Altmeyer 
et a/ 1993, Bernard et nl1992c, Bitar et a/ 1990a, 1993;'Brown et al1991, Fukugita et 011993, 
Gupta R et a[ 1991b) do not yet reach sufficiently smaU quark masses. Consequently, little 
difference to quenched results is seen sp far in the currently accessible range of mJmP values. 
As far as other low lying hadrons are concerned, the ordering of the states seems to be 
reproduced quite well. The precision of the numbers, however, is not quite as impressive as 
for the nucleon, p or T, although especially the results for the A resonance have improved 
considerably in the last year, mJmp= 1.63(7) (Butler et a/ 1993). Another very interesting 
candidate is the 11' because of its relation to the C(1) problem. Unfortunately, the analysis of 
this state requires the calculation of a quark-line disconnected diagram which is numerically 
utterly difficult so that so far no reliable results can be quoted. 
Additional work in this area has been concerned about lattice intrinsic cross checks. In 
particular, finite size effects in the presence of dynamical quarks have been analysed 
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(Fukugita et a/ 1993, Bemard et a1 1992~). As the staggered discretization of quark fields 
introduces certain flavour non-diagonal terms at finite lattice spacing it also is important to 
verify the restoration of flavour symmetry (Alhneyer et a/ 1993, Fukugita et a1 1993). 
Likewise, at large lattice spacing the lattice causes distortions of the continuum dispersion 
relations. It has been shown that these effects are small at current values of the lattice 
spacing. Moreover, one has checked quenched Wilson fermion results by working with a 
variant of the Wilson action in which O(a) corrections to the continuum action are reduced 
to O(&) or O(&) (Symanzik 1983a.b. Sheikoleslami and Wohlert 1985). This should not 
effect the true continuum limit but it was observed that already at lattice spacings a = 0.15 
fm the improved action reproduces mass ratios which are otherwise only obtained at smaller 
lattice spacings, a < 0.1 h. At small U little difference was found. The improved action is, 
however, somewhat superior in the calculation of hyper-fine splittings (Allton et a1 1992a,b, 
El-Khadra 1992, Lombard0 et a/ 1993, Martinelli et a/ 1992). 
3.4.  GiuebaN spectroscopy 
A very unique topic for QCD lattice investigations is the spectrum of bound states purely 
made of glue, the glueballs. This is a difficult problem numerically so that the construction 
of suitably shaped operators (Teper 1986, Albanese er al 1987) with large overlaps to the 
lowest lying glueball states has been an important step forward technically. In combination 
with variational techniques it is now possible to extract reliable numbers for glueball 
masses. As still a very large number of independent lattice configurations is needed to obtain 
a sufficiently clean signal, these studies are mostly restricted to the quenched approximation. 
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Figure 8. Colour SW2) data for glueball masses. and E: denote two different lattice 
representations embedded in the continuum 2' representation. The masses are normalized to the 
O'glueball (A: )  mass. Also shown is the string tension I/K and the torelon (q,) mass. The solid 
lines are the analytic predictions. The plot is taken from (van Baal and Kronfeld 1989). 
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analytic calculations in small and intermediate volumes (Koller and van Baal 1988, 
Vohwinkel 1989) and very nice agreement was found. In particular, the apparent 
disagreement between results obtained from operators which belong to two different 
representations of the lattice rotation group which are both embedded in the same 2" 
continuum representation could be resolved this way and traced back to be an effect present 
only in small volumes, figure 8. It is now established that the lightest glueballs are the O++ 
and the 2- states, with m, = ISn+ while m, 3 3 . 5 ~ ' ~  (Michael and Teper 1989). All 
other glueball states are heavier than 2&V, in particular the exotic states with quantum 
numbers which cannot be realized in the quark model. This is somewhat unfortunate since 
such a state could not mix with ordinary 4q mesons and thus would give a clear 
experimental signal. For the non-exotic states large mixing effects can occur and are 
presumably strongly enhanced by virmal quark loops. 
3.5. Weak matrix elements 
Weak interaction processes involving hadrons receive long-range QCD corrections due to 
the binding of quarks inside hadrons. Ambiguities in various approaches to these non- 
perturbative effects must be resolved in order to settle important issues as e.g. the AI= 1/2 
puzzle or the values of the Cabibbc-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKh4) mixing angles. Lattice 
simulations attempt to calculate the hadronic matrix elements that appear in the analyses of 
these questions from first principles. The required theoretical framework is quite involved 
because of complicated renormalizations and mixings of the operators on the lattice. 
Moreover, the coefficient8 of the renormalized lattice operators have to be related to the 
corresponding coefficients as calculated in some continuum renormalization scheme. 
This matching can be done more reliably with the perturbatively improved 
actions mentioned already in section 3.3 (Martinelli ef a1 1991) and improved (lattice) 
perturbation theory (Lepage and Mackenzie 1993). Most of the numerical calculations so far 
have been performed in the quenched approximation. The matrix elements studied include 
decay constants, form factors in semi-leptonic decays, mixing amplitudes for e.g. KO - 
and non-leptonic meson decay amplitudes. Here we shall confine ourselves to a few 
examples. 
Phenomenologically, it is quite important to resolve an ambiguity in the leptonic 
decay constant f e  of the B meson. Analyses of K - I? and B - 6 mixing find two solutions 
for e?? violation in the CKM matrix which are distinguished by small (45OMeV) and 
large (>150MeV) values for f P  The calculation of B meson amplitudes represents a 
technical problem on the lattice because current lattices with l/u S 3.5GeV are rather coarse 
for a b quark with mass m, - 5GeV. In order to circumvent this difficulty one either has 
worked in the static approximation where the b quark is held Exed in space and propagates 
only in time (Eichten 1988) or has simulated at various quark masses around the c h m  
quark mass and extrapolated to the physical b quark mass (Gavela et a/ 1988a. Bemard et al 
1988). Some results are presented in figure 9 where f P S = f P S ~ m P S  is plotted as function of 
the inverse mass l/mps of a pseudoscalar meson. There is some ongoing discussion about 
certain technique details, which fortunately have only a small effect on the final results for 
fPs, so that beiween the different groups (Gavela et a1 1988a, Aliton et a1 1991, Alexandrou 
el a1 1991, Abada et al 1992, Bemard et a/ 1993, Hashimoto and Saki 1992) there 
seems to be agreement now that there are large corrections to the asymptotic scaling law 
fpsvmps - const, predicted to hold in the l i t  of infinitely heavy quarks. Moreover, 
if the results stay as they are, lattice QCD predicts a rather large value for f s .  f s  =200 k 20 
MeV. 
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Figure 9. ,fpsVMp, as function of the inverse heavy-light pseudoscalar mass, llMp9 The results 
of several calculations at various p with propagating quarks and in ae  static limit are shown. 
The curve denotes the result of a quadratic fit to the correcuons of the scaling law fpsVMps  = 
C0”St. 
Another source of information on the CKiM matrix elements are semi-leptonic decays of 
D and B mesons. In order to extract the mixing angles from experimental data one needs to 
know form factors of weak cUrrents between the mesons. So far, lattice methods have been 
tested on K and D decays as a preparation for the phenomenologically more interesting B 
case. The matrix element is computed at several momentum transfers. Assuming pole 
dominance for the momentum dependence, the lattice results for f,(O) (Lubicz et a/  1991, 
Bemard et al 1991) are in good agreement with the experimental value which is obtained by 
assunling IV,l = 0.975 (Anjos er a/ 1989, Adler et a1 1989). For D decays into vector 
mesons, D -+ K’, the situation is more complicated. For one of the three relevant form 
factors, for A,(O), both the lanice investigations as well as the experimental analyses are 
separately contradicting each other. (Lubicz er a/ 1992) and E691 (Anjos et a/ 1990) obtain 
A,(O) vanishingly small while (Bemard et U /  1992) and E653 (Kodama et a/ 1992) report a 
value definitely different from zero. On the lattice side, the disagreement lies not so much in 
the raw numerical data but in the way the extrapolations are carried out. For the other two 
form factors, V(0) and A,(O), the two lattice studies agree more or less with each other and 
with experiment. In particular at the end-point of the leptons’ momentum distribution, 9ia, 
both groups obtain A,(9ia) 1. It has been suggested (Bemard et a! 1992b) to clarify the 
experimental situation especially at the end-point so that the unambiguous lattice prediction 
can be checked for systematics before the A, discrepancy is further analysed. 
The kaon B parameter is defined by 
(3.8) 
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where the denominator is the vacuum saturation value. 8, is related to the <?violation 
parameter E in the KO system and a determination of B, allows constraints on the mixing 
angles and the top mass. The kaon B parameter has been calculated both for the Wilson 
(Gavela er a1 1988b, Bernard and Soni 1990, Gupta R el a1 1993) and the staggered (Sharpe 
et ai 1992b) discretization of the quark action. Rather accurate results could be obtained in 
the latter scheme because a continuous chiral symmetry on the lattice protects the operator 
from mixing with operators of left-right chiral structure. These mixings do occur for the 
Wilson case and have to be subtracted. The results for the two discretization schemes show 
reasonable agreement. There are sizable O(a) corrections which have been studied during 
the last two years, the result being that B, = 0.6 in the limit a -+ 0. The analyses have been 
repeated in full QCD now (Kilcup 1991, Fukugita er a1 1992b), with little difference to the 
quenched results being seen. 
Finally, a number of attempts have been made to compute the K --t mr amplitudes in 
order to understand the Af = 1/2 rule and to constrain the bqviolating angle in the CKM 
matrix through the parameter E'. Despite some original optimism, these quantities have 
proven hard to extract from the lattice. The AS= 1 four quark operators mix with a number 
of operators with lower dimension. Their contributions have to be subtracted non- 
perturbatively which has turned out to be difficult numerically. For staggered quarks with 
their chiml properties the situation is somewhat better. Here one can use chiral perturbation 
theory to relate the K 4 mr amplitudes to those for K --t 71 and K --t vacuum and fix the 
subtractions by chiral symmetry. Still, the contributions of so-called eye-operators are not 
stable numerically. The main problem, however, is that whether one computes K + m r  or K 
+w. one has to deal with final state mr interactions. This is difficult, It has been shown 
(Maiani and Testa 1990) that one cannot just put two pions with non-zero momentum on a 
Euclidean lattice and expect them to represent an 'out' state. So one is beginning to first 
investigate mr systems (Guagnelli el al l990,  Sharpe er a! 1992) before one can come back 
to the original problem. 
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4. QCD at high temperature 
4.1. A new phase of matter 
One of the outstanding predictions of QCD, which still awaits its experimental verification, 
is the existence of a new phase of strongly interacting matter at high temperatures and/or 
densities-the quark gluon plasma (QGP): at temperatures of the order of the pion mass. T - 1401LfeV, or densities a few times that of ordinary nuclear matter, n - (3 - 5)n0, with no= 
0.15fmm3, conditions are reached where hadrons start overlapping and the interaction among 
the internal partonic degrees of freedom, described by QCD, becomes important. Theoretical 
investigations of this complicated transition regime, in particular the phase transition itself, 
clearly require non-perturbative techniques. However, somewhat surprisingly, it turned out 
that such an approach is important also in the high temperature phase. Despite asymptotic 
freedom a perturbative description of the plasma phase itself is not at aU obvious; the 
perturbative expansion is plagued by infra-red divergences (Polyakov 1979, Linde 1980 and 
Kapusta 1979), which become worse with increasing order of the expansion. In particular, 
one finds that in the gluon propagator an electric screening mass of O(gn and a magnetic 
screening mass of O(g2r) have to be generated dynamically in order to render the expansion 
of thermodynamic quantities finite. These mass gaps signal the existence of different length 
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Figure 10. In (a) energy density and pressure of an SU(33 gauge theory in units of P are shown 
as a function of TITc The curves have been obtained from an integration of data for the free 
energy density (Engels et a1 1990a). Violations of asymptotic scaling have been taken into 
account. In (b) the same quantities are shown for two flavour QCD (Gonlieb et a1 1987d3. So far 
no attempt has been made io correct for scaling violations in this case. 
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scales in the plasma phase. In addition to the characteristic perturbative length scale, lp - 
lfT, a hierarchy of non-perturbative length scales like the electric (1,) and magnetic (I,J 
mass gap show up, 
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and thus limit the applicability of perturbation theory. A perturbative treatment of long- 
distance properties of the QCD plasma phase seems to be impossible. In fact, the above 
relations led to doubts about any perturbative treatment of the high temperdture phase in 
terms of quarks and gluons as basic excitations, and it  has been suggested that a description 
in terms of colourless quasi-particles may be more appropriate (DeTar 1988). 
Different physical observables are sensitive to different momentum regimes. They thus 
may be influenced differently by the various length scales. This, for instance, shows up 
already in the equation of state (EOS). While the energy density rapidly approaches ideal 
gas behaviour, the pressure shows very strong deviations up to temperatures T - (2 - 3)T,. 
Some results for the EOS of a pure SU(3) gauge theory (Engels et a1 1990a) and two flavour 
QCD (Gottlieb er a/ 1987d) are shown in figure 10. We note that although the phase 
transition is first order in the case of quenched QCD (pure gauge theory) also the energy 
density decreases strongly close to T,. This leads to a rather small latent heat of the 
transition. Measured in units of the energy density of an ideal gluon gas, eSB, one finds 




- = 0.315 ? 0.030. 
Using, for the critical temperature of the deconfinement transition in the SU(3) gauge theory, 
a value of T, =235MeV (from table 1)  yields PE =635MeVfm-' for the latent heat. 
4.2. Deconfinemenf 
Physically it is rather tempting to relate the finite temperature QCD phase transition to the 
deconfinement mechanism. Quarks and gluons are confined at low temperature and form 
colourless hadrons. These may break up at high temperatures and the partons become 
free, i.e. deconfined. This picture can be made rigorous in pure SU(m gauge theories, 
where dynamical quarks are absent. Dynamical quarks will spoil the strict notion of 
confinement even at zero temperature as quark-antiquark pair creation will lead to a flat 
heavy quark potential at large distances. The potential thus would not be confining in the 
strict sense. 
Pure SL'(N) gauge theories have a global Z(N) symmetry, which controls the properties of 
the finite temperature transition. If one performs a global Z(N) rotation of all timelikc gauge 
fields U&) originating from the sites n= (n,,n) of a given temporal hyperplane (fixed no) of 
the lattice. 
Uo(no. n) -+ U& n) = zUo(no, n) z E Z(N), no fixed (4.3) 
the action remains unchanged, S,( cl;@) I )  =S,( [ U,(n) 1). In contrast, the Polyakov loop. 
(4.4) 
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which describes the propagation of a static fermionic test charge and probes the screening 
properties of the surrounding gluonic medium, transforms non-trivially under this 
transformation, 
L(n) -+ zL(n) z E Z(N). (4.51 
Its expectation value, (L(n)), thus will vanish as long as the theory preserves the global Z(N) 
symmetry. It will, however, acquire a non-vanishing value if this symmetry is spontaneously 
broken. 
It is expected that the critical properties of (d + 1)-dimensional gauge theories are 
described by an effective d-dimensional spin model given in terms of the Polyakov loop. 
Critical indices should then only be determined by the dimensionality of the spin system and 
its global Z(N) symmetry (Svetitsky and Yaffe 1982a,b). In fact, there is strong evidence 
from numerical simulations that the phase transition for SO@) gauge theory is of second 
order and in the same universality class as the 3D Ising model, whereas the SU(3) gauge 
theory leads to a first order transition, as expected on the basis of these general universality 
arguments. 
The critical properties at the transition point have been studied in detailed finite size 
scaling studies, which allow a rather accurate determination of critical indices. In figure 11 
we show the result of such a scaling analysis for the critical exponent 1, of SU(2) (Engels ef 
a1 1990b) and SU(3) (Fukugita et a1 1990) gauge theories. In particular one finds: 
P Y SU(2): 7 = 0.545 i 0.030 5 = 1.93 i: 0.03 v = 0.65 i 0.04 
Y SO(3): 7 = 3.02 5 0.14 U = 0.34 2 0.01, 
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Figure 11. Determination of the critical exponent v for the SLI(2) deconfinement transition 
obtained from a finile size scaling analysis of the order parameter (Engels et a1 199Ob) (U). In (b) 
the finite size scaling of the critical coupling is shown. This leads to a determination of the ratio 
of critical exponents, ylu, for the SU(3) gauge lheory (Fukugita era1 1990). 
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While the exponents for SU(2) are in agreement with those of the three dimensional Ising 
model, p/v=O.516(5), y/v= 1.965(5), v=0.63(3), the result for SU(3) is consistent with v =  
1/3, y = 1 .O, which is expected for a first order phase transition in 3 dimensions. 
Further insight into the nature of the phase transition in the pure gauge sector of QCD 
comes, for instance, from the temperature dependence of the heavy quark potential. This is 
expected to change from a linearly arising confinement potential to a Debye screened 
(Yukawa) potential at high temperamres 
- + u ( n r  T < T ,  
-eexp[-mD(7Jr} T > T ,  
The numerical studies indicate that indeed the string tension decreases as one approaches T, .  
Furthermore, the confining part of the potential disappears above T,, and one is left with a 
screened Coulomb potential. Some results for the screening mass, 
are shown in figure 12 (Fukugita er al 1989, Brown er al 1988, Bacilieri et al 1988). We note 
that at T,. the correlation length, e =  Up,, in the pure SU(3) gauge theory is =( I  - 2)T-i,, i.e. 
ahout (1-2)fm. This shows that close to T, the system still is strongly correlated. However, 
as can be seen from figure 12, already at temperatures T 1.5Tc the screening mass is close 
to the leading order perturbative value 
(4.8) 
In accordance with this perturbative result one finds that the screening mass increases 
substantially, if dynamical quarks are present in the medium (Karsch and Wyld 1988, Unger 
1992). This efficient screening of the heavy quark potential has important consequences for 
the formation of heavy quark bound states in the high temperamre phase (Karsch et al1988) 
which has been conjectured as a possible signal for quark-gluon plasma formation in heavy 
ion collisions (Matsui and Satz 1986). 













Figure 12. Screening masses in d t s  of the lattice spacing for the pure SC(3) gauge theory 
obtained on lattices of size 4 X 24’ (sqcres) (Fukugita el a/ 1989) (dots) (Brown et a/ 1988) and 
4 X 8’ X 32 (triangles) (Badlien et a/ 1988). 
4.3. The chiralphase transition 
Phase transitions are usually related to the breaking of global symmetries of the Lagrangian. 
Besides a global U(1) symmetry corresponding to baryon number conservation the QCD 
Lagrangian has, in the limit of vanishing quark masses, a global chiral flavour symmetry, 
SU&) X SUR(nf). At low temperatures the chiral flavour symmetry is spontaneously broken 
and it is expected that it gets restored at high temperatures. In the limit of vanishing quark 
masses this symmetry will control the properties of the QCD phase transition. The expected 
critical behaviour has been discussed some time ago by Pisanki and Wilczek (Pisarski and 
Wilczek 1984). On the basis of a renormalization group analysis of the most general 3D 
effective chiral Lagrangian they showed that the generic chiral transition is expected to be 
first order as long as nf> 3. In the most interesting case of two massless flavours, however, 
the RG-analysis does not lead to a decisive answer-a first as well as a second order 
transition is possible. In the two flavour case the axial U(1) symmetry, which at zero 
temperature is broken due to the axial anomaly, plays an important role. If this symmetry 
gets effectively restored at the chiral transition point, a first order ransition is possible also 
in the two flavour case. Otherwise the transition would be second order with critical indices 
of the O(4) Heisenberg model (pisarski and Wilczek 1984, Wilczek 1992). 
Studies of the chiral transition on the lattice suffer from the fact that one does not have a 
lattice formulation with the same symmetry properties as the continuum action at hand. 
Most studies so far have been performed with the staggered fermion action, which, for T 
species of staggered fermions, is invariant only under a U(?) X U ( f )  subgroup of the full 
flavour symmetry group. Due to species doubling these f species of staggered fermions give 
rise to n,= 4? quark flavours in the continuum limit. Only in this limit does one recover a 
fermionic theory which has the correct SU(4f) X SU(4f) chiral symmetry. The order 
parameter for this lattice chiral symmetry is given by the chiral condensate, 
(4.9) 
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The importance of the different symmetry properties of the lattice and continuum 
Lagrangian is evident in the case o f f =  1, which corresponds to 4-flavour QCD in the 
continuum limit. The lattice Lagrangian in this case only has a U(1) X U(1) symmetry, 
which is isomorphic to O(2). One thus expects a second order phase transition, with the 
critical exponents of the 3D O(2) spin models as long as the flavour symmeuy is strongly 
broken and the lattice symmetry group controls the dynamics. In the continuum l i t ,  on the 
other hand, one expecrs to find a first order phase transition. This change in critical 
behaviour has indeed been observed in numerical simulations. In the suong coupling limit 
the four flavour theory has a second order phase transition (Boyd er al 1992a), while already 
at intermediate values of the gauge coupling (g2 = 1) the transition is clearly first order 
(Gupta et al 1986, Karsch et al 1987, Gavai et al 1990). 
The four flavour theory has been studied for various values of the quark mass. These 
studies suggest that in the continuum limit there will be a line of first order transitions 
connecting the zero-quark mass c h i d  transition with the deconfinement transition in the 
limit m + - (Gupta R et al 1986). The situation for n,< 4 seems to be different, although 
these studies can, at present, not be considered as complete. In particular, one cannot rule 
out that the order of transitions might change closer to the continuum limit, as we have 
discussed above. The present understanding of the phase diagram for three dynamical quarks 
with different masses is illustrated in the generic phase diagram shown in figure 13 (Brown 
et al 1990). Whether the regions of first order transitions in the vicinity of the chiral (m, =0) 
and quenched (m, --t -) limits are really disjoint and whether the physically interesting case 
of two light quarks, m, m, = 0, and a heavier strange quark, m, = 150MeV. will lead to a 
first or second order transition is currently subject of intensive research activities (F'etersson 
1993). 
Recently, first indications have been reported that a change in the order of the transition 




SU(3) x SU(3) 
Figure 13. Generic phase diagram for three flavour QCD (Brown el nl 1990). The arcs enclose 
regions of first order phase transitions. The dashed lines indicate Lines of 2nd order phase 
transitions. On the mu = 0 axis this has been displaced a bit for bener visibiliIy. The crossed 
circle indicates the location of the physical strange to up quark mass ratio. Resent Monte Carlo 
Simulations suggest that this point lies outside the fust order region However, this still has 10 be 
verified on larger lattices. 
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been found in the four flavour case. Due to this unsatisfactory situation it will be 
increasingly important to reach consistent conclusions on the order of the transition by using 
different lattice regularizations for the fermions. Studies of the chiral transition with Wilson 
fermions are difficult, as the lattice Lagrangian has no continuous chiral symmetry and the 
properties related to the chiral flavour symmetry, which are so important for the discussion 
of phase transitions, can only be recovered in the continuum limit. Consequently the 
indications for a finite temperature phase transition with Wilson fermions show, at least for 
small values of N ,  and thus at rather strong coupling, the features of a continuous crossover 
behaviour rather than a genuine phase transition (Fukugita et a1 1986, Gupta R et al 1989, 
Bitar et a1 1990b, 1991). Recent investigations of two flavour QCD with Wilson fermions 
for N, = 6 suggest, however, a sharpening of the crossover behaviour, when one comes 
deeper into the regime of small  lattice spacings. These studies even leave the possibility for 
the existence of a first order phase transition (Bemard et a1 1992g). They certainly have to 
be pursued in the future. The determination of the transition temperature for Wilson as well 
as staggered fermions also suggests that with increasing N, the results extracted in both 
regularization schemes sm approaching each other. 
A consequence of the spontaneously broken chual symmetry in QCD is the existence of a 
massless Goldstone boson, the pion, as well as the non-degeneracy of the masses of chiral 
partners. These properties of the hadron spectrum should change in the chirally symmetric 
high temperature phase. The appropriate quantity to aqalyse on the lattice in this case is the 
large distance behaviour of spacelike correlation functions for operators with hadronic 
quantum numbers, H(n, n,) (DeTar and Kogut 1987a), 
(4.10) 
At large spatial separations these operators yield a screening length, characteristic for the 
corresponding quantum number channels. As long as there exist bound states in a given 
quantum number channel the screening length will give the mass of the lowest lying state. 
We will discuss this in more detail in the next subsection. In figure 14 we show some results 
obtained in the staggered fermion formulation for @seudo)scalar and (pseudo)vector meson 
channels as well as for the baryon channel (DeTar and Kogut 1987a,b, Gottlieb et a1 1987c, 
Born et a1 1991b. Boyd et al 1992b). The change in chiral properties of QCD is clearly 
visible in this figure. All the chiral partners yield degenerate screening masses above Tr. 
Similar results have been obtained with Wilson fermions (Bitar etal1991). 
4.4. Spatial correlations in the quark-gluon plasma 
As discussed in section 4.1, the high temperature phase of QCD is most certainly not simply 
described by a weakly interacting gas of quarks and gluons. In particular, in the vicinity of 
T,  non-perturbative effects wiU modify the spectrum strongly. We have discussed the effect 
on the equation of state and the Debye screening lengths in the previous sections. A 
controversial issue is the interpretation of so-called spatial correlation functions. These are 
not readily related to physical observables and (sometimes) show a behaviour which is not 
easily understood in terms of ordinary high temperature perturbation theory. 
The behaviour of the spatial hadronic correlation functions, defined in (4.10), can be 
analysed in terms of the spectral representation of these correlation functions. At low 
temperatures the spectral functions have poles corresponding to the (temperature dependent) 
masses of hadrons with the given quantum numbers. In the high temperature limit, however, 
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Figure 14. Screening masses pK as a fununction of p for n, = 4 from an 8 X 161 lattice. The slate 
denoted 'q' gives the screening m m  exuacted from Ihe quark propagator in Landau gauge 
(Boyd el 01 1992b). Lines to the left give the values of the zeio 1CmperdtUE masses in units of 7, 
calculated at p = 5.15: mrKc (dotted), mbr ,  (dasheddotted), mJTc (short dashes), and m f l ?  
(long dashes). Lines to the right give screening masses corresponding to free q u a k  propagation 
in the quark (solid), mesonic (short dashes) and baryonic (long dashes) channels. 
. 
the spectral function may only have a cut, corresponding to the free propagation of the 
minimal number of partons in the hadronic channel considered, i.e. two for mesonic and 
three for baryonic operators. The cut will start at the lowest possible momentum, = 
0, 0, 0,). which due to anti-periodic boundary conditions for the fermions is given by 
the lowest Matsubara frequency, 
(4.11) 
The screening masses for spatial hadronic operators thus are expected to approach the lowest 
possible Matsubara frequency in the high temperature limit, p - pomin. This is indeed the 
case for the baryonic, (pseudo)vector and also quark quantum number channels, as can be 
seen in figure 14. An exception is the (pseudo)scalar screening mass. This clearly deviates 
strongly from the free field behaviour and also cannot be understood in terms of small 
perturbative corrections. Investigations of the quark mass dependence of the scalar screening 
mass suggest, however, that this screening mass is not associated with a bound state but 
rather reflects the still rather strong attractive interactions in this channel (Gupta S 1992b). 
Spatial hadronic correlation functions are in so far rather simple as their high temperature 
behaviour can be studied and understood in terms of high temperature perturbation theory. 
Tbis is not the case for the behaviour of other spatial observables like spatial Wilson loops 
or spatial four-point correlation functions. The former still show area law behaviour in the 
high temperature phase (Borgs 1985, Manousakis and Polonyi 1987) and thus give rise to a 
non-perturbative, spatial 'string tension'. The occurrence of such a string tension can be 
understood by means of dimensional reduction (Appelquist and Pisarski 1981) of a quantum 
field theory at high temperature. For QCD the integration over static modes leads, in the 
high temperature limit, to an adjoint Higgs model in three dimensions which shows 
confining properties for the spatial gauge de,qes of freedom, although the potential between 
the timelike gauge fields (Higgs fields) is screened. The short distance properties of this 
2nT meson operators 
= { 3nT baryon operators 
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effective model have been studied in perturbation theory (Reisz 1991, 1992, Lacock et al 
1992) and can be related to the short distance properties of QCD at high temperatures. 
However, in how far the large distance properties of the effective theory describe the large 
distance properties of QCD, is at present unknown and deserves more detailed studies. As 
the non-static modes do not decouple completely in the high temperature l i t  (Landsman 
1988), it is to be expected that the effective theory becomes increasingly complicated, if it 
should describe also the large distance properties of QCD. 
Even less understood is, at present, the behaviour of point-splined quark four-point 
functions, which at zero temperature are used to study hadronic wave-functions. At finite 
temperature their physical interpretation is not at all obvious (Bernard et al 1992e). The 
spatial ‘wave-functions’ calculated for various quantum number channels still are strongly 
localized while leading order perturbation theory would have suggested very broad ‘wave- 
functions’. It is not clear whether these calculations indicate that there are localized ‘quasi’- 
particles with the quantum numbers of e.g. a pion or a baryon in the high temperature phase. 
Most likely this is not the case. Various measurements of physical quantities like the baryon 
number susceptibility (Gottlieb et a/ 1987d, 1988) or the baryon number distribution in the 
vicinity of static quark sources (Bernard er al 19920 suggest that quarks can move quite 
freely in the high temperature phase. 
5. Electro-weak sector of the standard model 
The GlashowSalam-Weinberg theory is very successful in describing electro-weak 
interactions. Experimentally, there are no signs of its breakdown. Still, from a theoretical 
point of view, the theory is not satisfactory. Besides the number of free parameters being 
large, neither the Higgs sector nor the U( 1) gauge sub,mup present asymptotically free 
theories. This indicates their breakdown at large energies (couplings). One of the main 
motivations for lattice studies of the standard model has therefore been to possibly quantify 
its limitations as a consistent quantum field theory by analysing it at a non-perturbative level 
or to detect deviations from the perturbative CallanSymanzik @-functions which would 
lead to a different behaviour in the large cut-off limit. 
5.1. Pure Higgs systems 
In the electro-weak sector of the standard model, the SU(2), X U(l), gauge couplings are 
small at the m, scale. Likewise, except for a very large top quark mass, the Yukawa 
couplings of the quarks are also small. Thus, at least in a first approximation, one may 
ignore gauge fields and fermions and concentrate on the Higgs sector alone. This is then an 
O(4) invariant scalar field theory, 
In a (semi)classical treatment, the Higgs mechanism is based on the observation that for ?i$ 
< 0 a minimum value for the action is obtained when the Higgs field acquires a non- 
vanishing value. This leads, in the unitary gauge, to s gauge boson mass of 
(5.2) 
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where g, is the renormalized SU(2), gauge subgroup coupling and (@) represents the Higgs 
field expectation value in the vacuum. This relation remains valid for arbitrarily large Higgs 
self-couplings 6 as long as the gauge coupling can be treated perturbatively @ashen and 
Neuberger 1983). On the other hand, the mass of the Higgs boson is given by 
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(5.3) 
Here, the renormalized quartic coupling g, enters crucially. In particular, by means of a 
combination of strong-coupling expansion and renormalization techniques it was shown 
(Luscher and Weisz 1987, 1988, 1989) that in 4 dimensions scalar field theories are trivial, 
i.e. the renormalized quartic coupling vanishes when the ultraviolet cut-off is taken to 
infinity. Further investigations at small gauge coupling, perturbative calculations as well as 
numerical lattice simulations, confirmed that the triviality is not destroyed when SU(2)  
gauge fields are reintroduced (Hasenfratz A and Hasenfratz P 1986, Langguth and Montvay 
1987, Hasenfratz A and Neuhaus 1988, Bock et a1 1990a). A non-trivial fixed point at 
intermediate values for the gauge coupling is not entirely excluded but its existence seems 
unlikely because the Higgs phase-transition line appears to be fvst order everywhere, in 
agreement with the original work of Coleman and Weinberg (Coleman and Weinberg 1973). 
Thus, the standard model should be the effective low-energy limit of some larger theory, 
valid below an energy scale set by an intrinsic cut-off A. Equation (5.3) then implies an 
upper bound on the Higgs mass: a given value for the momentum cut-off leads to a 
maximum value for the coupling g which decreases further A is increased. The quantitative 
mH / < W  I I 40 3. 
I I 
1 .  I I I t I I I 
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Figure 15. Upper bound on the ratio m,,4(4) in the pure Higgs sector. The data are obtained with 
the standard action (diamonds) (Hasenhe A er ol 1987, Giickeler et ol 1993) and On simplicial 
lattices (circles) (Bhanor et a1 1990). The c w e  denotes the analytic result (LOscher and Weisz 
1989) for the standard action with the estimated theoretical uncertainty indicated by error bas. 
As the cut-off definition, h = 110 ha9 been adopted. 
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determination of the bound on the Higgs mass can in principle require a non-perhubative 
treatment because g does not need to be small for small values of the cut-off. This question 
has been addressed both by analytical calculations (Liischer and Weisz 1987, 1988, 1989) 
and numerical simulations (Hasenfratz A et ai 1987, Kuti er a/ 1988). The analysis has been 
refined since then, in particular in regard to finite-size effects due to the presence of massless 
Goldstone-bosons in the symmetry breaking phase (Neuberger 1988, Hasenfratz P and 
Leutwyler 1990, Hasenfratz A et ai 1990, Gockeler er a1 1993). Some results are shown in 
fi-pre 15. Moreover, the universality of the upper bound has been investigated, i.e. the 
dependence of the Higgs mass on the specific lattice discretization scheme has been checked 
(Bhanot er al 1990, Gockeler et al 1993). Differences of mH/(+) between various lattice 
regularization schemes are not too surprising as the cut-offs in physical units are different. 
Moreover, the finite result for the upper bound depends on the physical criterion which 
specifies how much cut-off dependence is allowed in what physical quantity. A popular 
choice has been the somewhat ad hoc condition A >  Zm,. Another procedure utilizes the 90" 
WW scattering cross section (Bhanot et ai 1990, Gockeler et ai 1993). Correspondingly, the 
results exhibit a 10-20% variation. Nevertheless it is quite clear that a Higgs mass larger 
than 600(60)GeV cannot be accommodated by the standard model. This number is 
consistent with the perhubative unitarity bound of m, < 800GeV (Lee et a1 1977). The 
reason is that even for a low cut-off, A=m,, the renormalized quartic Higgs self-coupling is 
not large. Yet it is reassuring, that the perhubative estimate is under non-perturbative 
control. 
5.2. The Higgsphase transition 
The spontaneously broken symmetry in the Higgs field sector of the standard model is 
expected to be restored at high temperature (Kirzhnits and Linde 1972, Weinberg 1974). The 
order parameter for this phase transition is the expectation value of the Higgs field, {a}, 
which at zero temperature takes on the value, (a) 250GeV. The perturbative calculation 
of the effective Higgs potential becomes rather involved, once higher order corrections as 
well as the influence of the Higgs and W-boson masses are taken into account (Dine er ai 
1992, for a recent review see also Kripfganz 1992). The transition tums out to be first order 
with a critical temperature given by, 
(5.4) 
The transition is weakly first order as the discontinuity in the order parameter turns out to be 
much smaUer than the transition temperature itself, 
The occurrence of a symmetry restoring phase transition has been established in 
numerical simulations of the S(I(Z)-Higgs model at finite temperature (Evertz et ai 1987, 
Damgaard and Heller 1988) and the recent calculations in the region of small quartic Higgs 
coupling (Bunk et a/ 1992) suggest that this transition indeed is first order. These latter 
calculations aim, for the first time, at a quantitative determination of the critical temperature 
in a parameter regime where the Higgs boson mass is approximately equal to the W-boson 
mass. It has been found that the discontinuity in the Higgs condensate at T,  is about twice 
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as large as expected from perturbation theory, (c$)~(T~,) = 0.68T,. The critical temperature 
itself has been estimated as 
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T, = 1.74mw- 14OGeV. (5.6) 
In the absence of gauge degrees of freedom, i.e. in the O(4) symmetric Higgs sector 
defined by (%I), the Higgs phase transition has been analysed numerically using finite size 
scaling techniques (Jansen and Seuferling 1990). Here it has been found that the critical 
parameter of the transition is in good quantitative agreement with predictions based on 
renormalized perturbation theory (Luscher and Weisz 1989). This should not be too 
surprising as the studies at zero temperature have indicated that the renormalized quartic 
Higgs coupling never becomes large. Consequently the perturbative estimates for the Higgs 
phase transition are also expected to be rather accurate. In the O(4) model one finds for the 
critical temperature TsR = .\/2(+)* This is consistent with a determination of a lower bound 
for the symmetry restoration temperature (Gavai et a1 1992). which can be deduced from the 
upper bound for the Higgs boson mass, discussed in the previous section. One finds as a 
lower bound 
(5.7) 
when the Higgs mass reaches the cut-off, i.e. m,,u=O.5. Using for the Higgs mass the upper 
bound mH<600MeV. one thus obtains TTRai.=350GeV as a lower bound for the symmetry 
restoration temperature in the O(4) model. This is more than a factor two larger than the 
value found for the transition temperature in the simulation of the SU(2) Higgs model. In the 
future it thus will be important to understand in more detail the dependence of T, on the 
parameters of the model, in particular its dependence on m, and mw/m,,. 
5.3. Higgs-Yukawa couplings 
Higgs-Yukawa couplings of heavy quarks to the Higgs field are interesting for several 
reasons. The presence of heavy quarks could &ect the upper bound on the Higgs mass. 
Secondly, from the triviality of Higgs-Yukawa couplings, upper bounds on heavy quark 
masses can be derived much like in pure Higgs systems. Finally, from a general field 
theoretical point of view, it is a challenge to put chiral fermions on the lattice. 
Phenomenologically, this is of principal importance if there is a strongly interacting 
sector with chiral fermions in theories with larger symmetry groups than in the standard 
model. 
The problem of treating chiral fermions in the lattice regularization consists in the 
occurrence of the so-called doubler fermions. If one discretizes the Dirac action additional 
fermions are generated such that the number of left- and right-handed fermions is equal. As 
mentioned in section 2.1 this is a general phenomenon. There are, however, certain 
loopholes. For example, in the Wilson discretization of fermions, (2.13), a second-order 
derivative term Sw which becomes irrelevant in the (naive) continuum limit was added to the 
naively discretized fermion action S,. For the doubler fermions, this term generates a 
contribution to the mass which is proportional to l /a so that they acquire infinite mass in the 
continuum l i t  a + 0 and decouple. As this extra term couples left-handed to right-handed 
fermions chiral invariance is lost. 
A number of proposals to overcome this difficulty have been suggested in the last few 
years. Quite generally, the situation is rather complex. For each model which typically 
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depends on quite a few parameters one has to map out the phase diagram. A careful analysis 
of the usually rich phase smcture is then necessary to locate the region(s) in parameter 
space where a sensible continuum limit can be taken. All this requires a lot of numerical and 
analyrical work and we cannot even attempt to present a comprehensive overview over all 
the results obtained so far. The material is discussed in much geater detail in recent reviews 
(De and Jersak 1992, Montvay 1992) to which we refer also for a more complete and fair list 
of references. Here we can only sketch some basic ideas and difficulties in this field. 
A rather intensively investigated approach to chiral fermions on the lattice is the 
Smit-Swift model (Smit 1980, 1986, Swift 1984). The action of this model consists of a 
standard Higgs part SH (the lattice equivalent to (U)), the naive fermion action S, (2.13). a 
Yukawa term Sy plus a so-called Wilson-Yukawa part Sw: 
s = SH+S,+S,+S, (5.8) 
with 
(5.9) 
- $L(n)+(n)+An + 9 - qL(n + 144(n + P M n )  + HC) 
Here, 
chiral SU(2), X SU(2), transformations 
denote the chiral projections X ( l  Tys)+. The action is invariant under the global 
(5.10) 
,+ --t fl"? 
where flL E SU(2), and 0, E SU(2),t. The SU(2), symmetry group is to be gauged later in 
order to make contact with the standard model. First of all, one has to deal with the doubler 
fermions half of which come with the opposite 'mirror' behaviour under chiral 
transformations. By analysing the fermion propagator it could be shown that at strong 
Wilson-Yukawa coupling w the doublers acquire a mass which stays at order l /a  when the 
(bare) couplings are tuned to certain critical values, i.e. close to one of the second order 
phase transitions (Thomton 1989, Bock et a1 1989, 1990b, Smit 1989, Goiterman and 
Petcher 1990, Aoki et al 1990). Thus, there is a region in the space of parameters where the 
doublers are removed in the continuum limit. Still, the theory contains a right-handed 
neutrino as an elementary field. It could, however, be proved that at y = 0 the action 
possesses a shift symmetry in the right-handed fields (Golterman and Petcher 1989). Due to 
this symmetry the right-handed neutrino decouples, even when gauge interactions are 
switched on again. Both results had made the SmitSwift model a promising candidate to 
investigate the standard model on the lattice. There is, however, a serious drawback. Apart 
t The model has also been analysed with simpler symmetry groups such as e.g. IJ(l)L X LI(1), 
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from the elementary fields one has to analyse the spectrum of the model. In particular, there 
are composite mirror fields like which are left-handed but transform non-trivially under 
SU(2),. The propagation of such composite fermion operators has been looked at and the 
corresponding masses have been determined (Bock and De 1990, Bock et al 1992). It 
t u n s  out that a Dmc fermion, +'+'+ JIR,  which is neutral under SU(2)L but transforms 
vectorially under SU(2), remains in the theory. This is of course not acceptable in the 
standard model. 
As the presence of mirror fields apparently cannot be avoided, it has been suggested to 
include them as fundamental fields (Montvay 1987a.b). This proposaI offers the oppomnity 
of more flexibility and also of better control over the decoupling of mirror fermions. The 
fermion fields + are supplemented by mirror fields x such that f i  transforms the same way 
as +k Then one can write chirally invariant mixed terms like +Lfi etc. The Wilson term is 
designed to offer the possibility of removing both fermion and mirror doublers, 
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while there are separate Yukawa terms for +and x 
(5.12) 
In addition, a mixed bare mass term Xnm( q(n)x(n) + HC] is present but no Wilson-Yukawa 
part The model has mainly been investigated for a global chiral U(l)L X U(l), symmetry. 
There are more free parameters than in the Smit-Swift model so that mapping out the phase 
diagram is even more demanding. Sa, numerical results indicate that the doublers can be 
decoupled (Lin etal1990,1991a, Farakos et al1991). However, the Dirac fields 
and tjB = JIR + transform non-trivially only under U(1)' and U(l )R  respectively in the 
symmetric phase, which is completely vector-like when written in those fields, while in the 
broken phase they nansform equally. Moreover, the shift symmetry is of no help when 
gauge interactions are turned on so that presumably the mirror fermions do not decouple, 
The real question is therefore to what extent the degeneracy between fermions and mirror 
fermions can be lifted in the broken phase in order not to come into conflict with 
phenomenology. This again requires careful investigations in various regions of parameter 
space, a formidable numerical task when it is attempted to derive quantitative results. There 
are indications that by a fine tuning of parameters the ratio of mirror fermion mass to the 
Higgs condensate, m/(+), can be made as large as 6, corresponding to a mirror fermion mass 
in the TeV range (Lin et a1 1991b). Still, the properties of the model in the symmetric phase 
are probably not satisfactory for an understanding of symmetry breaking in theories with 
chiral fermions. 
To end this section we mention two other approaches. In Borelli er al (1990) the 
formulation of a chiral gauge theory without mirror fermions is based on gauge fixing. The 
second proposal attempts to obtain chiral fermions as zero modes bound to a domain wall. 
This is generated, in five dimensions, by a mass term which depends on the extra dimension 
and which has the form of a kink (Kaplan 1992). The analysis of these ideas is not as 
advanced as in the Smit-Swift or the mirror model and it remains to be seen whether one 
can achieve a thorough understanding of the chiral sector of the standard model. 
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5.4. Shong-coupling QED 
QED is the best tested of all field theorics and it describes, at currently explorable energy 
scales, the interactions of charged particles with remarkable precision. Yet, from 
perturbation theory it is known that for all finite values of the bare coupling the renormalized 
coupling goes to zero if the ultraviolet cut-off is sent to infiniQ-the so-called Landau pole. 
Even if this remains true for the exact solution, pure QED would still be a useful low-energy 
effective theory. However, at large energies the effective charge becomes large so that 
perturbation theory should not be trusted anymore. It is therefore possible that through non- 
perturbative effects the Callan-Symanzik p-function acquires an ultraviolet stable fixed 
point at which the theory could develop non-trivial new physics. For pure QED this problem 
might he regarded as academic, as the cut-off can be pushed to values beyond the Planck 
scale where QED should not he considered in isolation anyway. Nevertheless, in the context 
of more general models non-pembative phenomena of non-asymptotically free theories 
may play an important role and QED provides a useful laboratory to study those effects. 
A renewed interest in non-perturbative studies of QED arose after an investigation of the 
truncated Schwinger-Dyson equation for the fermion propagator revealed a continuous 
chiral phase transition, with chiral symmetry being broken spontaneously at strong coupling 
(Miransky 1985). Although the calculation did not include vacuum polarkation effects it 
was argued that the critical coupling should be regarded as an ultraviolet stable fixed point at 
which the theory admits a non-trivial continuum limit. The existence of a chiral transition 
was confirmed by numerical studies of non-compact lattice QED (Kogut et a1 1988, 1989). 
These lattice investigations also claimed to find support for a non-trivial critical behaviour. 
Later on, however, it was found (Booth et a/ 1989, Horowitz 1990, Gockeler et al 1990a) 
that, at least for four flavours, the critical exponents are consistent with mean field 
behaviour. In particular, the numerical computation of the CallanSymanzik p function for 
the renormalized charge (Gockeler et al 1990b) showed that the charge matches to one-loop 
renormalized perturbation theory and vanishes in the continuum limit. In the matter sector, 
the scaling behaviour was also found to he consistent with triviality (Gockeler et a1 1992). 
This corresponds to a large anomalous dimension for the chiral condensate, ykx= -2, which 
also indicates renormalizability of a four-fermion interaction (Booth et a1 1989). 
Analytically, these observations are supported by studies of a coupled set of 
Schwinger-Dyson equations which include certain effects of fermion loops @&ow 1991, 
Kondo 1991). These and accompanying results suggest that the chiral transition of QED and 
of the Nambu-Jona Lasinio model are in the same universality class (Horowitz 1990). 
It must be said, however, that these findings are not yet completely settled. The main 
issues being debated are the exact form of the scaling laws (Kocic et al 1993a), a problem 
which will require a large computational effort to be unambiguously clarified, and the 
occurrence (Kocic et el 1992, Hands et al 1992, Kocic et a1 1993b) or not @&ow 1993) of 
a monopole phase transition. If the chiral transition is driven by monopole condensation it 
would be a lattice artifact. Otherwise, in view of the large anomalous dimensions being 
observed, it may be concluded that non-asymptotically free theories can possess interesting 
new features not covered by perturbation theory. 
6. Outlook 
Numerical simulations on space-time lattices to date offer the most promising prospects to 
analyse non-perturbative phenomena in the standard model of electro-weak and strong 
interactions and beyond. In this review we have presented in some detail the numerical 
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techniques which have been developed over the last ten years and which are now being 
applied in large scale numerical calculations. For basic questions like the QCD mass 
spectrum or the heavy quark potential these calculations provide answers, which can and 
have successfully been compared with existing experimental data. Other calculations l i e  
those for the QCD phase transition or the weak matrix elements will in the near future reach 
an accuracy where they can make predictions for new experiments. 
Nevertheless, there are open questions within the standard model which could not yet be 
addressed satisfactorily by present day methods. For instance, in questions l i e  the role of 
@-vacua or QCD at non-vanishing baryon number density one is led to path integrals with 
complex actions. So far no satisfactory algorithm has been found for such problems (for a 
review see e.g. Barbour 1992). The analysis of the electro-weak sector is still incomplete. 
One has not yet succeeded in developing a convincing formulation of chiral fermions on the 
lattice. New suggestions still have to be explored. In this sector, there is also considerable 
interest in understanding the temperature dependence of baryon number violating processes, 
which play a central role in the generation of a baryon number asymmetry during the 
electro-weak phase transition (for a recent review see e.g. Shaposhnikov 1992). 
The study of the gravitational force or, more generally, string models on the lattice has not 
been mentioned by us at all. Here one usually follows quite a different approach. Rather than 
formulating the theory on a rigid hypercubic lattice one constructs dynamically triangulated 
lattices, which define random surfaces (for a recent review see e.g. Kawai 1992). Present 
investigations concentrate on understanding the phase structure of random surface models 
and on the identification of critical points at which a continuum limit can be taken. Not 
surprising, also here the inclusion of fermions is of central interest. 
In the future, we expect that the numerical analysis of quantum field theories will even 
more so be a valuable tool to study quantitatively non-perturbative aspects of these theories, 
which otherwise would not be accessible. Although the analysis of many questions of 
interest is still limited by the available computer resources progress in QCD will be 
investigated on massively parallel computers, which will deliver more than IO” floating 
point operations per second (Teraflops). This will exceed the presently available resources 
for typical QCD-projects by two orders of magnitude. Parallel to these hardware 
improvements the algorithms used in the simulation of quantum field theories have much 
improved. One thus can expect that in the future numerical techniques will be applied to 
questions which up to now are considered to be too difficult (Parisi 1992) computationally. 
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